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Abstract
We put forward a group-theoretical approach to describe the Hilbert space of M
fermions, with N components (spin, layer, valley, sub-lattice, etc), per Landau
site in the lowest Landau level, at fractional filling factor ν = M/λ. The Hilbert
space turns out to be the carrier space of a unitary irreducible representation of
U(N) described by Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns corresponding to rectangular Young
tableaux of M rows and λ columns. Here λ represents the number of magnetic
flux quanta vortex lines penetrating the sample, which must be odd for antisym-
metry requirements. The construction can be considered an extension of Hal-
dane’s U(2) picture for spherical geometry to a more involved U(N) description
for Grassmannian geometry. This construction relies on the boson realization of
isospin U(N) operators as bilinear products of creation and annihilation opera-
tors of magnetic flux quanta, with an embedding of the Hilbert space into Fock
space. Coherent state excitations above a “spontaneously chosen” ground state
are labeled by points Z on the Grassmannian coset U(N)/U(M)× U(N −M).
PACS: 73.43.-f, 03.65.Fd, 03.65.Ge,
MSC: 81V70, 81Rxx,
Keywords: N -component quantum Hall systems, composite fermions, magnetic flux
quanta, unitary groups, boson Schwinger-Jordan realizations.
1 Introduction
Fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) phenomenon occurs when electrons are confined
to two dimensions at low temperatures (20-100 mK) and high magnetic fields (15-30 T).
It refers to the observation of quantized plateaus in the Hall resistance RH = hc/(νe
2)
centered at a fraction ν (the filling factor). For integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE),
plateaus occur at integer values of ν (the number of filled Landau levels), as for a system
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of non-interacting electrons. However, FQHE originates from a strong Coulomb repulsion
although, experimentally, there is no qualitative difference between observed integral or
fractional plateaus, which leads to think that FQHE might be understood as an IQHE
of weakly interacting “emergent or composite fermions”, which play the same role in the
FQHE as electrons do for the IQHE (see e.g. Jain’s book [1] on composite fermions). The
introduction of this idea is implicit in the famous Laughlin [2] proposal of a variational
ground state for ν = 1/(2p + 1) FQHE, replacing the Slater determinant by a Jastrow
factor
∏
i<j(zi−zj)2p+1, which is more effective in preventing the electrons to get close (less
probability) and therefore minimizes the Coulomb repulsion. In this case, for a planar
system, when a particle i is interchanged with another j, the phase of the wave function
changes by (2p + 1)pi = pi/ν and not by pi, as it corresponds to standard fermions, thus
suggesting the existence of a source of an additional 2ppi (Aharonov-Bohm) phase change.
From this perspective, composite fermions can be perceived as bound states of electrons
and an even number 2p of quantized microscopic vortex-lines. A vortex can be modeled
as a London magnetic flux quantum φ0 = hc/e and, therefore, a composite fermion is
also usually assimilated to a bound state of an electron plus an even number 2p of flux
quanta (a fluxon). Since an electron occupies on average a surface area of 2pi`2B (a Landau
site, with `B the magnetic length) that is pierced by one flux quantum φ0, a composite
fermion occupies on average an area 2p+1 larger; this is the reason why they are sometimes
called “fat” electrons (see figure 1). Vortices produce an average self-induced magnetic
field B0 = 2pρφ0 oriented in a direction opposite to the external magnetic filed B, so that
the effective magnetic field lowers to B∗ = B−B0, which corresponds to an integer filling
factor (ν∗ = 1 in this case), thus reverting the FQHE to the IQHE case. It is in this sense
that one says that FQHE of strongly interacting electrons in a strong magnetic field B
might be understood as an IQHE of weakly interacting composite fermions in a weaker
effective field B∗.
There is a clear group-theoretical characterization of bosonic and fermionic M -particle
states as belonging to fully symmetric and antisymmetric irreducible representations of
the permutation group SM , which correspond to partitions of M graphically represented
by Young tableaux of shapes [M ] (M boxes on a single row) and [1M ] (M boxes on a
single column), respectively. In this article we pursue a group-theoretical characterization
of composite fermion states as belonging to representations of mixed symmetry [λM ]
(rectangular tableaux of M rows and λ columns) at filling factor ν = M/λ. The dimension
of the representation will also depend on the number N of components of the electron
(spin, pseudospin, etc), like in the L-layers N = 2L case, which involves representations
of U(N). The construction can be seen as a generalization of the Haldane’s spherical
geometry [3] for monolayer N = 2 fractional quantum Hall (QH) systems. Actually, the
bilayer case N = 4 at ν = 2/λ has been recently developed by us in a series of articles
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8], together with a connection with nonlinear sigma models [9]. Other group-
theoretical characterizations of fractionally charged particles (anyons) in two dimensions
appear in the literature related to the braid group formalism [10], but our approach is
completely different. It also complements other proposals and descriptions in the literature
for variational states in addition to Laughlin functions, like the scheme of hierarchy states
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(a) ν = 1 (b) ν = 1/3
1 vortex line 3 vortex lines
(c) ν = 2 (d) ν = 2/3
1 vortex line 3 vortex lines
front layer
back layer
Figure 1: Composite fermions, seen as “fat electrons” bound to λ magnetic (flux) vortex
lines, explain fractional quantum Hall effect at filling factors ν = M/λ. We represent
M = 1 electron in a monolayer system pierced by λ = 1 (a) and λ = 3 (b) vortex lines
and M = 2 electrons in a bilayer system pierced by λ = 1 (c) and λ = 3 (d) vortex lines.
provided by Halperin [11] and Haldane [3], Jain’s composite fermion theory [1], hierarchy
states by MacDonald et al. [12, 13], etc.
The organization of the paper is the following. Firstly, in Section 2 we briefly review
Haldane’s sphere U(2) picture for the study of FQHE and the introduction of the creation
and annihilation operators of flux quanta bound to the electron. In Section 3 we develop
this idea and construct the Hilbert space of N -component composite fermions at filling
factor ν = M/λ, starting with a bosonic realization of isospin-λ U(N) operators acting
in Fock space and introducing the highest-weight state in Sec. 3.1. The Hilbert space is
identified with the carrier space of U(N) representations described by rectangular Young
tableaux, and a basis is provided by using Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns 3.2. The bilayer N = 4
case at ν = 2/λ and the trilayer N = 6 case at ν = 3/λ are worked out as particular
examples in Secs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively. General dimension formulas are provided
in Sec. 3.3, with a physical derivation in terms of the total number of configurations
adopted by a N -component composite M -fermion. The construction of the Hilbert space
in Sec. 3 is finished with a general relation between Young, Gelfand and Fock states
in Sec. 3.4. Matrix elements of the U(N) physical operators are provided in Sec. 4,
together with the spectrum of Casimir operators, paying special attention to the quadratic
Casimir operator since it is related with the Coulomb Hamiltonian at low energies. Section
5 is devoted to the discussion of Grassmannian coherent excitations above the highest
weight (ground) state in the form of Bose-Einstein condensates, generalizing the well
known Haldane’s sphere (spin-l, U(2), Bloch, “atomic” or binomial) coherent states. The
last Section 6 is devoted to conclusions and outlook. General considerations about the
highest weight state for Young tableaux of arbitrary shape are given in Appendix A for
completeness.
3
2 Haldane sphere U(2) picture
Haldane introduced the spherical geometry [3] for the study of FQHE. The technical
innovation was to place electrons on a spherical surface S2 in a radial magnetic field
with monopole strength Q (an integer or half-integer). Then, the total magnetic flux
through the surface is an integer 2Q times the flux quantum Φ0 = hc/e, as required by
Dirac’s monopole quantization. Landau levels l = |Q|, |Q|+ 1, . . . correspond to different
orbital angular momentum shells l with finite degeneracy Dl = 2l + 1. The Hilbert
space of the lowest Landau level (LLL) l = |Q| is spanned by polynomials Y ml (u, v) ∝
ul+mvl−m, m = −l, . . . , l, of degree 2l in the spinor coordinates u = cos(θ/2) exp(iφ/2)
and v = sin(θ/2) exp(−iφ/2) (θ, φ denote the polar and azimuthal angles on the sphere
S2, respectively). Within this subspace, the electron may be represented by a spin l,
the orientation of which indicates the point (θ, φ) of the sphere about which the state is
localized.
Multiplication by u and v may also be represented, according to the composite fermion
picture, as independent boson creation operators a†↑ and a
†
↓ of flux quanta attached to the
spin-up and spin-down electron, respectively. In the same way, derivation by ∂/∂u and
∂/∂v may also be represented as independent boson annihilation operators a↑ and a↓ of
flux quanta attached to the electron. The spin density operator ~S can be written in terms
of these creation and annihilation operators of flux quanta as (the Jordan-Schwinger boson
realization for spin)
S+ = a
†
↑a↓, S− = a
†
↓a↑, S3 = (a
†
↑a↑ − a†↓a↓)/2. (1)
These three operators, together with S0 = (a
†
↑a↑ + a
†
↓a↓)/2, close the Lie algebra of U(2).
Actually, 2S0 represents the total number n↑ + n↓ = 2l (twice the spin l) of flux quanta,
which is conserved under rotations since [S0, ~S] = 0. The spin third component S3
measures the flux quanta imbalance between spin up and spin down, whereas S± = S1±iS2
are tunneling (ladder) operators that transfer flux quanta from spin up to spin down
electrons and vice versa, creating spin coherence.
The boson realization of ~S in (1) and S0 defines a unitary representation of the spin
U(2) operators on the Fock space of a N = 2 component boson system. The fact that
S0 = l is conserved indicates that the boson representation of U(2) is reducible in Fock
space. A (2l + 1)-dimensional Hilbert subspace Hl(S2) carrying a unitary irreducible
representation (unirrep for short) of U(2) with spin l is expanded by the S3 eigenvectors
|l,m〉 ≡ (a
†
↑)
l+m√
(l +m)!
(a†↓)
l−m√
(l −m)! |0〉F, m = −l, . . . , l (2)
[|0〉F denotes the Fock vacuum] with eigenvalue m (spin third component), corresponding
to the flux quanta imbalance m = (n↑ − n↓)/2 between spin up and down electrons.
The above-mentioned polynomial Y ml (u, v) is precisely the phase-space representation
〈u, v|l,m〉 of |l,m〉.
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Hl(S2) is then the carrier space of the (2l + 1)-dimensional totally symmetric unirrep
that arises in the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of a tensor product of 2l two-dimensional
(fundamental, elementary) spin-1/2 representations of SU(2); for example, in Young
tableau notation:
2l︷ ︸︸ ︷
⊗ · · · ⊗ →
2l︷ ︸︸ ︷
... (3)
or
2l︷ ︸︸ ︷
[1]⊗ · · · ⊗ [1]→ [2l]. This Young tableau notation will be useful when interpreting the
N -component case at fractional values of ν = M/λ in a group theoretical U(N) context.
For the general case, we shall use the Gelfand pattern notation. Actually, Hl(S2) is the
carrier space of the irreducible representation of U(2) characterized by the highest weight
(HW) m2 = [m12,m22] = [2l, 0], given by N = 2 different labels, in general. The fact that
m22 = 0 means that we are actually dealing with a representation of SU(2) = U(2)/U(1),
with a fixed S0 = l (a fixed number of flux quanta per electron). The vector |l,m〉 in (2)
can be represented by the Gelfand basis vector
|l,m〉 =
∣∣∣∣2l 0m+ l
〉
=
∣∣∣∣m12 m22m11
〉
= |m〉, (4)
corresponding to a Young tableau of shape m2 = [m12,m22], obeying the betweenness
conditions m12 ≥ m11 ≥ m22 ≥ 0. Let us see how to generalize this construction of the
Haldane sphere U(2) picture to M , N -component, electrons bound to λ flux quanta (filling
factor ν = M/λ). Basically, the Hilbert space Hλ(GNM) will be expanded by Gelfand-
Tsetlin basis of highest weight (partition) mN = [λ, M. . ., λ, 0,N−M. . . , 0] an the sphere S2 =
U(2)/U(1)× U(1) will be replaced by the complex Grassmannian GNM = U(N)/U(M)×
U(N −M) (see Section 5).
3 Hilbert space of N-component composite fermions
at filling factor ν =M/λ
3.1 Bosonic realization, Fock space and highest-weight state
Let us consider the case of N internal distinct degenerate states/orbitals for our electron.
For example, in addition to spin i =↑, ↓, we can have extra “pseudospin” degenerate states
associated to other indices like: layer i = f, b (front, back), sublattice i = A,B, valley
i = K,K ′ (like in graphene), etc. The case N = 2L-component case can be realized in,
for example, L-layer QH systems, namely N = 4 for spinning electrons in a bilayer system
(see e.g. later on Section 3.2.1). Pauli exclusion principle allows M ≤ N electrons per
Landau site. We shall restrict ourselves to the LLL for simplicity. Let us denote by aiµ
and a†iµ boson annihilation and creation operators, respectively, of flux quanta attached
to the electron µ = 1, . . . ,M in the internal state i = 1, . . . , N . For the sake of compact
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notation, we shall denote sometimes simply by
A =
a11 . . . a1M... ...
aN1 . . . aNM
 , A† =
 a
†
11 . . . a
†
N1
...
...
a†1M . . . a
†
NM
 , (5)
the N ×M and M × N annihilation and creation operator matrices, respectively, with
components (A)iµ = aiµ and (A
†)µi = a
†
iµ (pay attention to the index transposition i↔ µ).
Let us see how the spin group U(2) of Section 2 is replaced by the isospin group U(N).
The N2 generators of U(N) in the fundamental N ×N representation are given in terms
of the Cartan-Weyl matrices (Eij)lk = δilδjk with commutation relations
[Eij, Ekl] = δjkEil − δilEkj. (6)
A boson realization (Jordan-Schwinger) of these operators in Fock space is given by the
bilinear products
Sij = tr
(
A†EijA
)
=
M∑
µ=1
a†iµajµ, (7)
which fulfill the same commutation relations as Eij since [Sij, Skl] = tr
(
A† [Eij, Ekl]A
)
.
The N2 isospin operators Sij are the generalization of the four spin U(2) operators
S0, S3, S± in (1) to the case of M electrons of N components. Note that the M × M
operator matrix Λ = A†A commutes with all Sij. This leads to define the U(N)-invariant
operators
Λµν =
N∑
i=1
a†iµaiν , (8)
which close the Lie algebra of U(M). We shall consider λ vortex-lines penetrating the
sample, that is, filling factor ν = M/λ. This means that the number of flux quanta
attached to electron µ (Λµµ) is fixed to λ. Therefore, the total number of flux quanta∑M
µ=1 Λµµ [the analog of 2S0 defined after (1)] is fixed to Mλ. Our aim is to construct a
basis {|m〉} of the Hilbert carrier space Hλ(GNM) of an irreducible representation of U(N),
given in terms of linear combinations of Fock states
|n〉 =
∏N
i=1
∏M
µ=1(a
†
iµ)
niµ
(
∏N
i=1
∏M
µ=1 niµ!)
1/2
|0〉F, (9)
which fulfills the constraints Λµν |m〉 = λδµν |m〉 (non-diagonal Λµν , µ 6= ν operators will
be set to zero). We can diagonalize together Λµν and Sii, i = 1, . . . , N , since all of them
commute. Moreover, the whole Hilbert space Hλ(GNM) can be constructed from a HW
(resp. lowest-weight) vector |mhw〉 by applying lowering operators Sij, i > j (resp. raising
operators Sij, i < j); see later in this Section. The construction is a generalization of
the one provided in equation (2), where one can construct the whole set of basis states
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{|l,m〉} from the HW vector |l, l〉 = (a
†
↑)
2l√
(2l)!
|0〉F ≡ |mhw〉 by applying lowering operators
S− = a
†
↓a↑, or, equivalently, from the lowest-weight vector |l,−l〉 =
(a†↓)
2l√
(2l)!
|0〉F ≡ |mlw〉 by
applying raising operators S+ = a
†
↑a↓. We shall state it in the form of a Proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let
A†hw =
 a
†
11 . . . a
†
M1
...
...
a†1M . . . a
†
MM

the M ×M submatrix of A† in (5) given by its first M columns (the leading principal
submatrix of order M). Then the U(M)× U(N −M) invariant state
|mhw〉 = det(A
†
hw)
λ(∏M
p=1(p)λ
)1/2 |0〉F, (p)λ = p(p+ 1) . . . (p+ λ− 1) (10)
is normalized [(p)λ denotes the Pochhammer symbol], antisymmetric under the interchange
of two electrons for odd λ, and satisfies the HW conditions:
Λµν |mhw〉 = λδµν |mhw〉, µ = 1, . . . ,M, (11)
Sij|mhw〉 =
{
λδij|mhw〉, i, j ≤M
0, j > M
(12)
Proof: Looking at the structure of
det(A†hw) =
∑
σ∈SM
sgn(σ)
M∏
i=1
a†i,σi =
M∑
µ1,...,µM=1
εµ1,...,µM
M∏
i=1
a†i,µi ,
[where SM is the symmetric group of degree M and ε is the Levi-Civita symbol] it is clear
that det(A†hw)
λ|0〉F is made of Mλ flux quanta, as desired. Moreover, the determinant
structure of |mhw〉 guarantees that it is antisymmetric under the interchange of two elec-
trons (exchange of two rows µi ↔ µj of A†hw) for odd λ, as required by the Pauli exclusion
principle. The basic boson commutation relations [a, a†] = 1 imply that [a, f(a†)] = f ′(a†)
or af(a†)|0〉F = f ′(a†)|0〉F, where f is a function and f ′ denotes the formal derivative with
respect to the argument. Therefore, let us simply write aiµ = ∂/∂a
†
iµ. In order to prove
(11), we have that
Λµν det(A
†
hw)
λ|0〉F =
N∑
i=1
a†iµ
∂
∂a†iν
det(A†hw)
λ|0〉F = λ det(A†hw)λ−1
M∑
i=1
a†iµ
∂
∂a†iν
det(A†hw)|0〉F.
The last summation consists of replacing row ν by row µ inside the determinant det(A†hw),
and therefore we have
M∑
i=1
a†iµ
∂
∂a†iν
det(A†hw) = δµν det(A
†
hw),
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which proves the constraint (11). To prove (12), we follow the same steps as for (11), that
is
Sij det(A
†
hw)
λ|0〉F =
M∑
µ=1
a†iµ
∂
∂a†jµ
det(A†hw)
λ|0〉F = λ det(A†hw)λ−1
M∑
µ=1
a†iµ
∂
∂a†jµ
det(A†hw)|0〉F.
If i, j ≤ M , the last summation consists of replacing column j by column i inside the
determinant det(A†hw), and therefore Sij|mhw〉 = λδij|mhw〉, which means that |mhw〉 is
invariant under the subgroup U(M) ⊂ U(N). If j > M , then column j is absent from
det(A†hw) and Sij|mhw〉 = 0, which means that |mhw〉 is in fact invariant under the sub-
group U(M) × U(N −M) ⊂ U(N) (this will be an important fact when discussing the
Grassmannian structure asociated to the N -component FQHE at ν = M/λ later in Sec-
tion 5). The other possibilities for Sij correspond to rising and lowering operators and
will be discussed later.
It remains to prove that the squared norm of det(A†hw)
λ|0〉F is given by Nλ =
∏M
p=1(p)λ
in (10), where (p)λ is the usual Pochhammer symbol. We proceed by mathematical
induction. Firstly we prove that N1 = M !. Indeed,
〈0| det(Ahw) det(A†hw)|0〉F =
∑
σ∈SM
1 = M !.
Now we assume that 〈0| det(Ahw)λ det(A†hw)λ|0〉F = Nλ and we shall prove that
〈0| det(Ahw)λ+1 det(A†hw)λ+1|0〉F = Nλ+1.
Indeed, it can be shown that
〈0| det(Ahw)λ+1 det(A†hw)λ+1|0〉F = (λ+ 1)M〈0| det(Ahw)λ det(A†hw)λ|0〉F.
The proof is awkward in general and we shall restrict ourselves to the more maneuverable
M = 2 case, which grasps the essence of the general case. In fact,
det(Ahw) det(A
†
hw)
λ+1|0〉F =
(
∂
∂a†11
∂
∂a†22
− ∂
∂a†12
∂
∂a†21
)
(a†11a
†
22 − a†12a†21)λ+1|0〉F
= (λ+ 1)λ det(A†hw)
λ|0〉F + 2(λ+ 1) det(A†hw)λ|0〉F
= (λ+ 1)2 det(A
†
hw)
λ|0〉F.
In general
det(Ahw) det(A
†
hw)
λ+1|0〉F = (λ+ 1)M det(A†hw)λ|0〉F.
To finish, we realize that (λ+ 1)MNλ = Nλ+1, which concludes the proof by induction 
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3.2 Rectangular Young tableaux and Gelfand basis
The Λµµ eigenvalues mµN (the components of the so called highest weight vector mN)
determine and characterize the finite-dimensional irreducible representation of U(N) [the
notation mN will be justified later, when we introduce Gelfand patterns]. In our case,
and according to (11), we have
mN = [λ, M. . ., λ, 0,N−M. . . , 0] = [λM , 0N−M ],
which means that we have M ≤ N electrons and λ flux vortex-lines penetrating the
sample (filling factor ν = M/λ). The highest weight components are usually placed in
decreasing order m1N ≥ m2N ≥ · · · ≥ mNN . Young tableaux are used as a pictorial way
to visualize a unitary irrep of U(N) characterized by the HW vector mN . They are arrays
of miN boxes in row i. For example, filling factor ν = 2/3 would correspond to a HW
vector (we omit the zeros) represented by the Young tableau
mN = [3
2]↔
These U(N) unirreps arise in the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of a tensor product of
several (namely q = Mλ) N -dimensional (fundamental, elementary) representations of
U(N); for example, in Young tableau notation:
q=Mλ︷ ︸︸ ︷
⊗ · · · ⊗ →M
{ λ︷ ︸︸ ︷
. . .
: : :
. . .
or
q=Mλ︷ ︸︸ ︷
[1]⊗ · · · ⊗ [1]→ [λ, M. . ., λ] = [λM ].
For example, the IQHE case ν = M (λ = 1,M ≤ N) corresponds to the typical fully
antisymmetric configuration [1M ] represented by a Young tableau of a single column of
M boxes (M identical electrons per Landau site at the LLL). Therefore, attaching λ flux
quanta to each electron leads to composite fermions described by rectangular [λM ] Young
tableaux, which are antisymmetric under the interchange of rows (electrons/fermions)
for odd λ and symmetric under the interchange of columns (bosonic flux quanta). This
rectangular Young tableau picture also arises in N -component antiferromagnets [14, 15,
16], whose quantum fluctuations are described by nonlinear sigma models; see e.g. [17,
18, 19], where Haldane firstly identifies the 1-D Heisenberg antiferromagnet with a O(3)
nonlinear sigma model, or [9], where we construct U(N) nonlinear sigma models for N -
component FQH systems.
The Sii eigenvalues wi (number of flux quanta attached to the internal state i) of a
given quantum state |ψ〉 are called the weight w = [w1, . . . , wN ] of |ψ〉. According to
(12), for |ψ〉 = |mhw〉 we have wi = λ, i ≤ M (and zero elsewhere), which coincides with
the highest weight w = mN . This is why we have denoted |mhw〉 the HW state. Indeed,
any other state has a lower weight w than mN in the sense that the first non-vanishing
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coefficient of mN −w is positive. This can be proved by use of the commutation relations
(6), in particular
[Sii, Sjk] = δijSik − δikSji ⇒ SiiSjk|mhw〉 = (miN + δij − δik)Sjk|mhw〉. (13)
Actually, from property (12), Sjk|mhw〉 gives a non-zero vector of weight w 6= mN only
when k ≤ M < j: The resulting vector Sjk|mhw〉 has the same structure as |mhw〉 but
replacing column k, (a†k1, . . . , a
†
kM)
t, of A†hw in |mhw〉 by column j, (a†j1, . . . , a†jM)t of A† in
(5). When i ≤ M , the weight component wi of Sjk|mhw〉 is wi = miN − δik = λ − δik.
When i > M the weight component wi of Sjk|mhw〉 is wi = 0 + δij. Only the weight
components mjN and mkN are shifted: mjN increases by 1 and mkN decreases by 1.
Therefore, Sjk|mhw〉 becomes of lower weight since the first non-vanishing coefficient of
mN−w is (mN−w)k = 1 > 0. In this sense, Sjk, with j > k is called in general a lowering
operator; It transfers one flux quantum from the internal state k into the internal state
j > k of any electron. Of special interest are the step 1 lowering operators Si,i−1, from
which we can obtain the action of any other lowering operator making use of the recursion
formulas Si,i−h = [Si,i−1, Si−1,i−h], h > 0. The same argument can be applied to raising
operators Skj with j > k. We shall provide a explicit expression for the matrix elements
of step 1 lowering Si,i−1 and raising Si−1,i operators for any unirrep of U(N) of HW mN
in Section 4.
A step by step repeated application of lowering operators on the HW state |mhw〉
provides the remainder (finite) quantum states |m〉 of our Hilbert space Hλ(GNM). This
construction has been fully achieved in [4] for N = 4 (bilayer FQH systems) at ν = 2/λ,
and all matrix elements of Sij have been explicitly calculated in a particular basis |j,mqa,qb〉
labeled by four quantum numbers: j, qa, qb half-integer and m positive integer, fulfilling
qa, qb = −j, . . . , j and 0 ≤ 2j+m ≤ λ. Here we address the general N -component case in
the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis, whose orthonormal unit vectors are represented by triangular
patterns/partitions of non-negative integer numbers mi,j of the form
|m〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
m1,N m2,N . . . mN−1,N mN,N
m1,N−1 . . . . . . mN−1,N−1
. . . . . . . . .
m1,1
〉
(14)
obeying the betweenness conditions mi,j ≥ mi,j−1 ≥ mi+1,j ≥ 0. That is, each number in
the pattern m is constrained to vary between its two closest upper neighbors. The last
(top) row mN = [m1N , . . . ,mNN ] of m represents the HW vector defining the correspond-
ing U(N) unirrep; the k-th row (counting upwards), mk = [m1k, . . . ,mkk], represents the
HW components of a unirrep of the subgroup U(k) ⊂ U(k + 1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ U(N) which
appears in the decomposition of a representation of U(N) of HW mN ; and so on until
we arrive to the first row m1 = [m1,1], which represents a 1-dimensional representation
of the subgroup U(1) labeled by m1,1. One can see that (see later on Sections 3.4 and
4) the HW state |mhw〉 corresponds in general to the Gelfand state |m〉 with k-th row
mk = [m1N , . . . ,mkN ], that is, the first k components of the HW (top row) mN . In our
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case mN = [λ
M , 0N−M ] and therefore the HW state |mhw〉 in (10) corresponds to the
Gelfand state with rows mN−k = [λM , 0N−M−k] for 0 ≤ k < N −M) and mk = [λk] for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ M . For example, for N = 2, the HW state in (4) corresponds to angular
momentum third component m = l, that is |mhw〉 =
∣∣2l 0
2l
〉
. See later in this Section for
a more general justification.
Let us discuss some particular examples, for the sake of clarity, before stating general
formulas.
3.2.1 The bilayer N = 4 case at ν = 2/λ
In a bilayer QH system, one Landau site can accommodate N = 4 internal “isospin”
states: i = (↑ f), (↑ b), (↓ f), (↓ b), where ↑ and ↓ denote the electron spin and f, b
make reference the two (front and back) layers, respectively. In this context, in order
to emphasize the spin U(2) symmetry in layers f (“pseudospin up”) and b (“pseudospin
down”), it is customary to use an alternative notation to the U(4) Cartan-Weyl generators
Eij in (6) by the sixteen 4× 4 matrices τij = σspini ⊗ σpspinj , where σi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 denote
the three Pauli matrices ~σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3) plus the identity σ4.
Let us consider M = 2 electrons per Landau site at the LLL pierced by λ magnetic
flux vortex lines. The corresponding composite fermion compound is characterized by a
rectangular Young tableau of shape m4 = [λ
2, 02] (two rows of λ boxes). The quantum
states are given by the Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns and the betweenness conditions
|m〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ λ 0 0
λ m23 0
m12 m22
m11
〉
,

λ ≥ m23 ≥ 0,
λ ≥ m12 ≥ m23,
m23 ≥ m22 ≥ 0
m12 ≥ m11 ≥ m22.
(15)
In this case, the basis vectors are indexed just by four labels (m11;m12,m22;m23). The
HW state |mhw〉 corresponds to all four labels equal to λ; more explicitly
|mhw〉 = [(1)λ(2)λ]−1/2
∣∣∣∣a†11 a†21a†12 a†22
∣∣∣∣λ|0〉F =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ λ 0 0
λ λ 0
λ λ
λ
〉
. (16)
From the betweenness conditions (15), one can easily compute the dimension of the unirrep
of U(4) with HW m4 = [λ
2, 02] as
D[λ2, 02] =
λ∑
m23=0
λ∑
m12=m23
m23∑
m22=0
m12∑
m11=m22
1 =
1
12
(λ+ 1)(λ+ 2)2(λ+ 3). (17)
For λ = 1 we have D[12, 02] = 6, thus recovering the dimension of the totally antisym-
metric unirrep [1, 1] arising in the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of a tensor product
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[1]⊗ [1] = [1, 1]⊕ [2] of two fundamental (two electrons) 4-dimensional representations of
U(4); in Young tableau notation:
⊗ = ⊕ ⇒ 4× 4 = 6 + 10.
The extra number 10 corresponds to the dimension D[2] of the fully symmetric representa-
tion of U(4), with general expression D[n] =
(
3+n
n
)
(number of ways of distributing
n quanta among N = 4 states).
We can also reproduce and physically interpret the expression of D[λ2, 02] in (17) as
the total number of different configurations adopted by our 4-component composite bi-
fermion. Indeed, we have two electrons attached to λ flux quanta each. The first electron
can occupy any of the four isospin internal states i = (↑ f), (↑ b), (↓ f), (↓ b) at one Landau
site of the LLL. Therefore, there are
(
λ+3
3
)
ways of distributing λ flux quanta among these
four states. Graphically, if we represent flux quanta by “∗”, separated in N = 4 parts by
3 dividers “|”, like in (∗∗|∗|∗ ∗ ∗|∗) for λ = 7, then the number of different configurations
is clearly (λ + 3)!/(λ!3!), which is precisely
(
λ+3
3
)
. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle,
there are only three isospin states left for the second electron and therefore
(
λ+2
2
)
ways
of distributing λ flux quanta among these three states. However, some of the previous
configurations must be identified since both electrons are indistinguishable and λ pairs of
quanta adopt
(
λ+1
1
)
equivalent configurations. In total, there are(
λ+3
3
)(
λ+2
2
)(
λ+1
1
) = 1
12
(λ+ 3)(λ+ 2)2(λ+ 1) (18)
ways to distribute 2λ flux quanta among two identical electrons in four internal states,
which turns out to coincide with the dimension D[λ2, 02] in (17). This expression also
coincides with the general expression given in Section 3.3 for the dimension of a general
unirrep of U(N) of HW mN obtained from the so called “hook-length” formula, which is
a special case of the Weyl’s character formula (see e.g. [20]).
3.2.2 The trilayer N = 6 case at ν = 3/λ
In a trilayer QH system, one Landau site can accommodate N = 6 internal “isospin”
states:
i = (↑ f), (↑ c), (↑ b), (↓ f), (↓ c), (↓ b),
where f, c, b now denote the three (front, central and back) layers, respectively. Let us
consider M = 3 electrons per Landau site at the LLL pierced by λ magnetic flux vortex
lines. The corresponding composite fermion compound is characterized by a rectangular
Young tableau of shape m6 = [λ
3, 03] (three rows of λ boxes). The quantum states |m〉
are given by the Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns of HW m6 = [λ
3, 03] and indexed by 9 labels
(m11;m12,m22;m13,m23,m33;m24,m34;m35).
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The HW state
|mhw〉 = [(1)λ(2)λ(3)λ]−1/2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a†11 a
†
21 a
†
31
a†12 a
†
22 a
†
32
a†13 a
†
23 a
†
33
∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ
|0〉F (19)
corresponds to the Gelfand state with all 9 labels mij = λ. From the betweenness con-
ditions of these labels, we can easily compute the dimension of the unirrep of U(6) with
HW m6 = [λ
3, 03] as
D[λ3, 03] =
(λ+ 1)(λ+ 2)2(λ+ 3)3(λ+ 4)2(λ+ 5)
8640
. (20)
For λ = 1 we have D[13, 03] = 20, thus recovering the dimension of the totally antisym-
metric unirrep [1, 1, 1] arising in the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of a tensor product
[1]⊗ [1]⊗ [1] = [1, 1, 1]⊕ [3]⊕ 2[2, 1] of three fundamental (three electrons) 6-dimensional
representations of U(6); in Young tableau notation:
6
⊗
6
⊗
6
=
20
⊕
56
⊕
70
⊕
70
3.3 General dimension formulas
The Hilbert space dimension of the carrier space of a unirrep of U(N) with general HW
mN = [m1N , . . . ,mNN ] is given by the Weyl dimension formula (see e.g. [20])
D[mN ] =
∏
i<j(miN −mjN + j − i)∏N−1
i=1 i!
(21)
which can also be written with the so called “hook formula” D[mN ] =
∏
i,j(N + j −
i)/|h(i, j)|, where |h(i, j)| is the length of the hook located at the box (i, j) of the cor-
responding Young tableau. These formulas correspond to the number of independent
Gelfand patterns m fulfilling the betweenness conditions mi,j ≥ mi,j−1 ≥ mi+1,j ≥ 0, and
also to the number of different Young tableau standard arrangements (see later on Section
3.4 for more information).
For M electrons attached to λ flux quanta each, we have mN = [λ
M , 0N−M ] and the
dimension formula (21) acquires the form
D[λM , 0N−M ] =
∏N
i=N−M+1
(
i+λ−1
i−1
)∏M
i=2
(
i+λ−1
i−1
) , (22)
For M = 1 electron, the Young tableau [λ] (we omit zeros) corresponds to the fully
symmetric representation, with dimension D[λ] =
(
N+λ−1
λ
)
. For λ = 1 (integer filling
factor ν = M) the Young tableau [1M ] corresponds to the fully antisymmetric unirrep
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with dimension D[1M ] =
(
N
M
)
. Note that D[λM ] = D[λN−M ] (conjugated representation),
so that we can restrict ourselves to M ≤ N/2.
As we did for N = 4 in Section 3.2.1, we can provide a physical derivation of the
abstract formula (22) as the total number of different configurations adopted by our N -
component composite M -fermion. Indeed, the first electron can occupy any of the N
isospin internal states |i〉, i = 1, . . . N . Therefore, there are (N+λ−1
N−1
)
ways of distributing
λ flux quanta among these N states. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, there are
only N − 1 states left for the second electron and (N+λ−2
N−2
)
ways of distributing λ quanta
among the remaining N − 1 states and so on. Finally, for the M -th electron there are(
(N−M+1)+λ−1
N−M
)
ways of distributing λ quanta among the (N −M + 1) states left. Note
that this computation exactly reproduces the numerator of (22). However, some of the
previous configurations must be identified since the M electrons are indistinguishable and
M λ-tuples of flux quanta adopt
(
M+λ−1
M−1
)(
(M−1)+λ−1
M−2
)
. . .
(
2+λ−1
1
)
equivalent configurations,
which reproduce the denominator of (22). Therefore, this composite M -fermion picture
indeed reproduces the total dimension (22), which has its origin in abstract representation
theory.
3.4 General relation between Young, Gelfand and Fock states
A Young tableau of shape mN filled up with isospin internal state labels i = 1, . . . , N is
said to be in the standard form if the sequence of labels is non-decreasing from the left to
the right, and increasing from the top to the bottom. For example, for M = 2 electrons,
λ = 7 vortex lines and N = 4 internal isospin components, the following Young tableau
1 1 1 2 2 2 3
2 3 3 3 4 4 4 (23)
is in the standard form. Let us denote by nµ,i the number of times that the state i appears
in the row µ (counting downwards) of the tableau; that is, the occupancy number a†iµaiµ
of the state i for the electron µ. In the previous example we have
n1,1 = 3, n1,2 = 3, n1,3 = 1;n2,2 = 1, n2,3 = 3, n2,4 = 3,
and zero the rest. Note that
∑N
i=1 nµi = λ, that is, each electron µ = 1, . . . ,M carries λ
flux quanta.
The relation between a Young tableau of shape mN in the standard form and the
corresponding Gelfand pattern m = {mN , . . . ,m1} is built as follows:
• mN is read off the shape of the tableau. In terms of the occupancy numbers nµi, we
have
mN = [
N∑
i=1
n1,i, M. . .,
N∑
i=1
nM,i, 0
N−M ] = [λM , 0N−M ]
• mN−1 is read off the shape that remains after all boxes containing the internal state
i = N are removed, that is, mi,N−1 = mi,N − ni,N .
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• . . .
• mN−k is read off the shape that remains after all boxes containing the internal states
i = N,N − 1, . . . , N − k + 1 are removed, that is, mi,N−k = mi,N−k+1 − ni,N−k+1.
• . . .
• m2 is read off the shape that remains after all remaining boxes containing 3 are
removed
• Finally, m1 is read off the shape that remains after all remaining boxes containing
2 are removed
In the example (23) we have
1 1 1 2 2 2 3
2 3 3 3 4 4 4
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
7 7 0 0
7 4 0
6 1
3
〉
. (24)
For N = 4 and ν = 2/3 the states
1 1 1
2 2 2
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
3 3 0 0
3 3 0
3 3
3
〉
, 3 3 3
4 4 4
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
3 3 0 0
3 0 0
0 0
0
〉
(25)
are the highest- |mhw〉 and the lowest- |mlw〉 weight states in Young tableau notation,
respectively.
The general relation between Gelfand-Tsetlin basis states |m〉 and Fock states is a
bit more involved. We already now the general expression of the HW state |mhw〉 in
Fock space given by (10). In this expression, the leading principal minor det(A†hw) of
order M of A† plays a fundamental role. Remember that the M ×M square submatrix
A†hw was obtained from A
† in (5) by deleting the last N −M columns. In the proof of
Proposition 3.1 we argued that ladder operators Sij, i 6= j replace column j by column i
inside the minor det(A†hw). In general, we can obtain
(
N
M
)
different minors of size M ×M ,
corresponding to the different ways you can choose M columns from the N columns of A†.
Let I = {i1, . . . iM}, with iµ < iµ+1 (increasing order), denote one of these
(
N
M
)
column
choices and
A†I =
 a
†
i11
. . . a†iMM
...
...
a†i1M . . . a
†
iMM
 (26)
the corresponding M ×M submatrix of A†. The cases I = {1, . . . ,M} (first M columns)
and I ′ = {N −M, . . . , N} (last M columns) are special, since they are related to the
highest- and lowest-weight states, respectively; actually, we are denoting A†{1,...,M} simply
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by A†hw. There are several ways of attaching nµ,i flux quanta to the electron µ ≤ M in
the internal state i ≤ N . For a given I = {i1, . . . iM} containing i, let us denote {lI ≥ 0}
a composition (a partition where order matters) of nµ,i in the sense that
nµ,i =
∑
i1<···<iµ<···<iM
l{i1,...,iM}, 0 ≤ ik ≤ N. (27)
[iµ means that we put i in the µ-th place] Namely, for the example (23), we have M = 2
(µ = 1, 2) and we can arrange these compositions into planar tables, where sum on column
i gives n1i and sum on row i gives n2i, as follows
n11 = 3 n12 = 3 n13 = 1
n24 = 3 l14 l24 l34
n23 = 3 l13 l23
n22 = 1 l12
=
1 1 1
1 2
1
+
0 2 1
2 1
1
+
2 0 1
0 3
1
. (28)
Denoting ∆I = det(A
†
I) a minor of size M ×M of A†, a Gelfand state |m〉 corresponds to
the following (un-normalized) Fock state
|m〉 ∝
∑
l(m)
(NM)∏
I=1
∆lII |0〉F, (29)
where the sum is extended to all components l(m) associated to m (or equivalently, to the
occupancy numbers nµi). Note that
∏
I ∆
lI
I is a homogeneous polynomial of degree Mλ in
the creation operators a†iµ. For example, taking into account the three components (28)
of the Gelfand state (24) for filling factor ν = 2/7 and N = 4, the corresponding Fock
state can be written as(
∆112∆
1
13∆
1
14∆
2
23∆
1
24∆
1
34 + ∆
1
12∆
2
13∆
0
14∆
1
23∆
2
24∆
1
34 + ∆
1
12∆
0
13∆
2
14∆
3
23∆
0
24∆
1
34
) |0〉F. (30)
This expression gets simpler for highest and lowest weight states. For example, in (16)
and (19) we have seen that the corresponding HW states for ν = 2/λ and ν = 3/λ are
just given in terms of ∆12 and ∆123 (just one single component), respectively. In the same
way, the lowest-weight state |mlw〉 for N = 4 and ν = 2/λ is given in terms of only ∆34 by
|mlw〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ λ 0 0
λ 0 0
0 0
0
〉
= [(1)λ(2)λ]
−1/2
∣∣∣∣a†31 a†41a†32 a†42
∣∣∣∣λ|0〉F. (31)
The computation of compositions (27) of the occupancy numbers nµi for M > 2 gets more
and more involved since the planar picture (28) needs higher-dimensional arrangements.
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4 Physical operators and their matrix elements
In this Section we shall provide explicit expressions for matrix elements 〈m′|Sij|m〉 of
U(N) operators Sij (7) in the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis {|m〉}. We have already given some
indications in Section 3.2. In fact, recursion formulas
Si,i−h = [Si,i−1, Si−1,i−h], Si−h,i = [Si−h,i−1, Si−1,i], h > 0, (32)
allow us to obtain any non diagonal operator Sij matrix element from the matrix elements
of step 1 lowering Si,i−1 and raising Si−1,i operators. Let us consider an arbitrary unirrep
of U(N) of HW mN . Denoting by m¯k =
∑k
i=1mik, k = 1, . . . , N the average of row k
of a pattern m, and setting m¯0 ≡ 0, the action of diagonal operators Skk on an arbitrary
Gelfand state |m〉 is
Skk|m〉 = (m¯k − m¯k−1)|m〉, (33)
which reproduces the expressions (12) for the highest-weight vector |mhw〉 with rows
mN−k = [λM , 0N−M−k] for 0 ≤ k < N −M and mk = [λk] for 1 ≤ k ≤ M . The lin-
ear Casimir C1 =
∑N
k=1 Skk fulfills C1|m〉 = Mλ|m〉, the eigenvalue Mλ being the total
number of flux quanta.
Let us denote by ejk the pattern with 1 at place (j, k) and zeros elsewhere. The action
of step 1 lowering S−k ≡ Sk,k−1 and rising operators S+k ≡ Sk−1,k is given by [20]
S±k|m〉 =
k−1∑
j=1
c±j,k−1(m)|m± ej,k−1〉, (34)
with coefficients
c±j,k−1(m) =
(
−
∏N
i=1(m
′
ik −m′j,k−1 + 1∓12 )
∏k−2
i=1 (m
′
i,k−2 −m′j,k−1 − 1±12 )∏
i 6=j(m
′
i,k−1 −m′j,k−1)(m′i,k−1 −m′j,k−1 ∓ 1)
)1/2
, (35)
where m′ik = mik − i and c±j,k−1(m) ≡ 0 whenever any indeterminacy arises. In fact, from
the commutation relations (13), the weight w′ of S−k|m〉 is given by
SiiS−k|m〉 = (wi + δi,k − δi,k−1)S−k|m〉 = w′iS−k|m〉, (36)
and therefore, S−k|m〉 becomes of lower weight than |m〉 since the first non-vanishing
coefficient of w − w′ is (w − w′)k−1 = 1 > 0. From the definition (35) one can prove that
c±j,k−1(m) = c
∓
j,k−1(m± ej,k−1), (37)
which means that S†+k = S−k. Also, applying induction and the recurrence formulas (32),
we obtain S†k,k−h = Sk−h,k. Therefore, we can construct proper hermitian U(N) isospin
operators as: Sii = Sii, Sij = Sij + Sji and S˜ij = i(Sij − Sji), i < j ≤ N , with i the
imaginary unit.
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For completeness, we shall provide the eigenvalues of the N invariant (Casimir) U(N)
operators Cp belonging to the enveloping algebra, whose expression is given by p powers
of the operators Sij as
Cp = Si1,i2Si2i3 . . . Sip−1ipSipi1 , p = 1, . . . , N, (38)
where sum on repeated indices is understood. That is, Cp is of degree p. We have already
argued that C1|m〉 = m¯N |m〉 with m¯N =
∑N
i=1miN = Mλ for mN = [λ
M , 0N−M ]. The
quadratic Casimir operator C2 plays a fundamental role as the SU(N) invariant part of
the FQHE Hamiltonian and we shall pay special attention on it. The eigenvalues of Cp on
the carrier Hilbert space HmN (GNM) of HW mN are given in [20] and they are constructed
as follows. Let B a N ×N square matrix with entries
bij = (miN +N − i)δij − uij, uij =
{
1 for i < j
0 for i ≥ j,
and let J be the N × N all-ones matrix (that is, Jij = 1). Then the spectrum of the
Casimir operators in HmN (GNM) is given by
Cp(mN) = tr(B
pJ), (39)
where Bp is the p-th power of B. In particular, the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir
operator is simply given in general by C2(mN) =
∑N
i=1miN(miN + N + 1 − 2i) and, for
the case of mN = [λ
M , 0N−M ] (filling factor ν = M/λ and N components) the expression
reduces to C2(mN) = Mλ(λ+N −M).
5 From Haldane’s sphere to Grassmannians
We can make the HW state |mhw〉 to be the lowest energy (ground) state of our system by
breaking the U(N) symmetry and lifting the degeneracy of the N internal isospin states
i = 1, . . . , N through, for example, a (pseudo) Zeeman coupling. For example, for the
spinning electron in a bilayer system of Section 3.2.1, the sixteen U(4) generators Eij of the
fundamental representation can also be represented by 4× 4 matrices τij = σspini ⊗ σpspinj ,
i, j = 1, . . . , 4, in order to highlight the spin U(2) symmetry in the front f (pseudospin up)
and back b (pseudospin down) layers. From the boson realization Tij = tr(A
†τijA) of the
16 isospin generators we can extract the spin and pseudospin third components S3 = T34
and P3 = T43 (remember that we are denoting by σ4 the 2×2 identity matrix), respectively.
The Zeeman-pseudo-Zeeman coupling has the form HZpZ = −∆ZS3 − ∆bP3, where ∆Z
and ∆b are the Zeeman and bias voltage gaps, respectively. The Zeeman term causes the
spin ↑ internal level to have lower energy than the spin ↓, whereas the bias term creates
an imbalanced configuration between layers. If we order the internal states i = 1, . . . , N
from lower to higher energies, then we can make the ground state to coincide with the HW
state. We have seen in Proposition 3.1 that the HW state |mhw〉 is invariant under the
subgroup U(M)×U(N −M) of U(N). Therefore |mhw〉 breaks the U(N) symmetry since
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a general U(N) rotation mixes the first M (“spontaneously chosen”) occupied internal
orbitals with the remainder (N −M) unoccupied isospin levels. The situation is analogue
to that of a SU(N) ferromagnet, where spin-wave excitations occur. The ferromagnetic
order parameter associated to this symmetry breaking is labeled by (N−M)×M complex
matrices Z parametrizing the coset GNM = U(N)/[U(M) × U(N − M)] (the complex
Grassmannian). Indeed, the Iwasawa decomposition of a unitary matrix U ∈ U(N) is
given by
U = QV =
(
1M −Z†
Z 1N−M
)(
∆1 0
0 ∆2
)(
V1 0
0 V2
)
(40)
where ∆1 = (1M + Z†Z)−1/2 and ∆2 = (1N−M + ZZ†)−1/2 are normalization (matrix)
factors and V1 ∈ U(M), V2 ∈ U(N−M) are unitary matrices. The quotient representative
Q ∈ GNM can be written as a juxtapositionQ = (ζ|ζ⊥) of theN×M matrix ζ =
(
1M
Z
)
∆1
and its orthogonal ζ⊥ =
( −Z†
1N−M
)
∆2, such that ζ
†ζ⊥ = 1M . For example, for the
Haldane N = 2 case discussed in Section 2, a U ∈ U(2) matrix is decomposed according
to the quotient G21 = U(2)/[U(1)× U(1)] as
U =
(
u −v
v u
)
= (1 + |z|2)−1/2
(
1 −z
z 1
)(
u/|u| 0
0 v/|v|
)
, (41)
where u = cos(θ/2) exp(iφ1) and v = sin(θ/2) exp(iφ2) are the spinor coordinates intro-
duced before (1), u/|u| = exp(iφ1) and v/|v| = exp(iφ2) are phases belonging to the
invariance U(1) × U(1) subgroup of the HW vector |mhw〉 = |l, l〉 in (2), and z = v/u =
tan(θ/2)eiφ (φ = φ2 − φ1) is the stereographic projection of a point (θ, φ) of the sphere
S2 = G21 onto the complex plane.
Coherent excitations above the ground state |mhw〉 can be created by applying a gen-
eral transformation Q ∈ GNM that mixes the first M occupied internal orbitals with the
remainder (N − M) unoccupied levels. These Grassmannian coherent states are then
labeled by the (N −M) ×M complex matrices Z and have the form of a Bose-Einstein
condensate
|Z〉 = det(A
†ζ)λ|0〉F∏M
p=1(p)
1
2
λ
=
det(A†hw + A
†
lwZ)
λ|0〉F∏M
p=1(p)
1
2
λ det(1M + Z
†Z)
λ
2
, (42)
where we have spitted A† = (A†hw|A†lw) as a 2-block matrix, where A†hw = A†{1,...,M} makes
reference to the first M columns or occupied internal levels and A†lw = A
†
{M+1,...,N} to the
last N −M columns or unoccupied internal levels. These coherent states where already
introduced by us in [9] and its general (mathematical and physical) properties will be
discussed elsewhere. Note that |Z = 0〉 = |mhw〉 corresponds to the HW state. For
N = 2, the two-mode Bose-Einstein condensate
|z〉 = 1√
(2l)!
(
a†↑ + za
†
↓√
1 + |z|2
)2l
|0〉F. (43)
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reproduces the well known spin-l [SU(2), Bloch, atomic or binomial] coherent states in-
troduced by Radcliffe and Gilmore. Coherent states are sometimes called “semi-classical”
(minimal uncertainty, etc) and they are used as variational states to study the classical
and thermodynamic limit, specially in quantum phase transitions. We have used U(4)
coherent states [4, 6] to study the phase diagram of bilayer FQHE systems at ν = 2/λ in
[7, 8]. Our next step will be to study multilayer FQHE systems in general.
6 Conclusions and outlook
We have proposed a group-theoretical description of composite fermions (electrons bound
to magnetic flux quanta) by extending the fully symmetric and antisymmetric representa-
tions for bosons and fermions, respectively, to mixed symmetries described by rectangular
Young tableaux of shape [λM , 0N−M ] for M fermions with N internal levels, bound to λ
bosonic magnetic flux quanta each (i.e. fractional filling factor ν = M/λ). This picture
can be seen as a generalization of the Haldane’s sphere construction for N = 2 to general
N and M . We have introduced boson creation and annihilation operators of magnetic flux
quanta attached to the electrons and we have embedded the Hilbert space of composite
fermions inside the corresponding Fock space. We have provided an orthonormal basis of
the Hilbert space in terms of Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns |m〉, and we have given the matrix
elements of isospin U(N) physical operators Sij in this basis. Several particular examples
have been explicitly worked out to better understand the general expressions. Dimension
formulas for irreducible representations of U(N) of Young tableau shape [λM , 0N−M ] have
also been explained inside this composite fermion picture of FQHE. Special attention has
been paid to the highest weight state, which can be associated to the ground state of the
system when a Zeeman-pseudo-Zeeman coupling is introduced. From this perspective,
the “spontaneously chosen” ground state breaks the original U(N) symmetry and the
associated ferromagnetic-like order parameter Z labels coherent state excitations |Z〉.
This group-theoretical picture of multicomponent composite fermions offers a new and
complementary perspective compared to more traditional approaches to the subject. We
believe that it will be useful, not only from a purely academic point of view, but also to
better understand the underlying nature of the collective behavior in FQHE. The case
N = 4 has been extensively studied in the literature, specially the integer case ν = 2,
either in connection with bilayer quantum Hall systems (see e.g. [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27])
or with graphene [28]. The fractional case is less understood and the addition of layers
(internal states) increases the technical complexity. Our next intention is to analyze the
ground state structure of trilayer N = 6 FQHE systems at ν = M/λ.
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A The case of non-rectangular Young tableaux
For a Young tableau of general shape mN = [m1N , . . . ,mNN ], the HW state (10) is
generalized to
|mhw〉 = N (mN)∆m1N−m2N1 ∆m2N−m3N12 . . .∆mN−1,N−mNN1,...,N−1 ∆mNN1,...,N |0〉F, (44)
where ∆1,...,n = det(A
†
{1,...,n}) are leading (corner) principal minors of order n of A
† (for
M = N , in general), like in (29); N (mN) denotes a normalizing factor. This HW state
satisfies the HW conditions:
Λµν |mhw〉 =
{
mµNδµν |mhw〉,
0, µ < ν
(45)
Sij|mhw〉 =
{
miNδij|mhw〉,
0, i < j.
(46)
If all components of mN are different, that is, m1N > m2N > · · · > mNN , then all
leading principal minors ∆I of A
† are present in the product (44) and the HW state
|mhw〉 is only invariant under U(1)N ⊂ U(N) (all internal levels are occupied). In this
case, the ferromagnetic order parameter associated to the symmetry breaking is labeled
by dimC[U(N)/U(1)
N ] = N(N − 1)/2 complex parameters zij ∈ C, i > j = 1, . . . , N − 1,
parameterizing the coset (flag manifold) FN−1 = U(N)/U(1)N . See e.g. [9] for the
Iwasawa decomposition in this case. The physical interpretation of this general case in
the FQHE jargon is less intuitive (if any). Perhaps it could find applications in the
description of multilayer systems with layers of different area, or situations in which the
number of flux quanta attached to each electron is different.
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